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Two issues from a statistical 

perspective

Possible 
existence of 
existing data

Need for a 
good 

analysis plan



The first question - when 

considering a new evaluation 

� What existing data is already present?

� Existing data that answers some 

evaluation questions is valuable



Two forms of existing data

Primary   
data

Secondary 
data



Primary Data

� Previous evaluations 

� Possibly still being conducted

� Other reports 

� Answer all or part of the same questions 

as the new proposed evaluation



Secondary Data

� Administrative data present in an 

organisation but has not been collated 

� eg. emails, timesheets

� can be easily collected as an additional 

part of current administrative practices



Weaknesses

� Collected through different 

administrative processes 

� Answering different research questions

� Biases in this data because of this 

different perspective the population we 

ideally want to study



Strengths

� Careful consideration of existing data

can save time 

� Can save money within the context of 

a new evaluation.



The analysis plan –

The second question 

� How will the data be used following 

the evaluation?

Responses can be evaluate or general

� A good analysis plan vs. a general 

response



A general/broad response 

� Often little thought to exactly how 

the data will be used

� Eg. “the data will be used to determine 

if employee’s are working to full 

capacity”



Statistical analysis plan 

� Describe exactly what variables 

(or performance measures) will be 

collected

� What statistical methods will be used 

to analyse these variables



Analysis questions
� Who will make use of our performance 

measures once they are collected?

� How will they use this data?

� Will they use all of the performance 

measures that we are collecting or only 

some of them?



Conclusion 

� Performance measures to consider 

and collect before an evaluation

� whether there is any existing data that 

might answer all or some of the research 

questions that prompted the new 

evaluation

� whether all of the performance measures 

that we are collecting as part of an 

evaluation will end up being used within a 

subsequent analysis



Telling the story with 

performance measures

Euan Lockie

Australian Continuous Improvement Group



Performance measurement

� Evidence-based policy…

� Evidence-based practice…

� What evidence is credible?



What could possibly go wrong?

� Goal displacement

� Perverse incentives

� Ambiguity

� Weak data collection 

methods

� Measuring what’s easy to 

measure



What to do about it

� Anticipate perverse 

incentives & monitor 

behaviour

� Be explicit about 

attribution & 

accountability

� Ensure measurement is 

only part of your 

performance story





Proxies and Ethics

� Graham Smith



Proxies

� Used when there is no unambiguous 

measure

� As closely related as possible to the 

underlying concept

� Are all measurements proxies in some 

sense?

� E.g. temperature



Examples of proxies

Morale Staff  turnover

Particulate pollution Scattering length

Museum exhibit popularity Floor wear

Satisfaction Number of  complaints

Physical fitness Resting pulse rate



Features of proxies

� Cheaper and easier to measure

� Relationship not necessarily linear

� Connected – possibly indirectly – with 

the construct



Reporting proxies

� Report what we measure



Ethics

� Recognise power of measurement

� Recognise possibility of corruption



AES Guidelines

� Guidelines for the Ethical Conduct of 

Evaluations; in particular

� A2: Identify different interests

� A5: Look for potential risks or harms

� B11: Identify purpose and commissioners

� B12: Obtain informed consent

� B16: Report significant problems



Conclusions

� When to refuse: 

� Serious conflict between ethics and what 

commissioner wants

� Curb your enthusiasm!

� Recognise limitations in what the 

performance measurement project can 

achieve



Discussion


